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01 | LOCATION

CONNECTIONS

10min FROM LAGOS
(6 KM OR 4 MILES)

45min FROM FARO AIRPORT
(80 KM OR 49 MILES / 80% BY MOTORWAY)

2,30h FROM LISBON
(290 KM OR 180 MILES / 97% BY MOTORWAY)

45min FROM LISBON
3h FROM DUBLIN
2,5h FROM LONDON
2,5h FROM AMSTERDAM
2,5h FROM BRUSSELS
3h FROM BERLIN
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LOCATION
Situated in the Algarve on the Southern coast
of Portugal, two and a half hours from the
country’s capital, the resort benefits from
a tranquil yet accessible location. Lagos,
located a 10 minute drive away, is one of the
most visited cities in the Algarve thanks to
its variety of beaches, rock formations, and
appealing tourist offterings.

The Algarve is primarily known for its
favourable climate, unspoilt beaches and
golf courses that rank among the best in the
world.
In recent years, resorts in the Algarve have
received prestigious prizes from the World
Travel Awards organisation, confirming the
quality of accommodation in the region.

While the site is relatively secluded, enjoying
unrestricted views over the golf course
and the Atlantic Ocean, it takes only about
45 minutes to Faro Airport by car and
approximately 2.5 hours to Lisbon Airport,
making the resort easily accessible.
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02 | ALGARVE

ALGARVE - A PERFECT PLACE
Community

Awards and Distinctions

The solid community of expats and second
home residents in the region have created
an international offering of home-from-home
services that guarantee an excellent quality
of life.

- Nº1 in the “Best Places To Retire Around The World”, according to “Live and Invest Overseas“
- “Best Golf Destination” and “Best Value Golf Destination in Continental Europe”, by “Today’s Golfer” Magazine
- “Leading Beach Destination” in Europe in the “World Travel Awards”.
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03 | LAGOS

LAGOS - LAND OF DISCOVERES
History
This nearby historic town was an important
point of arrival and departure for ocean
voyages when the Portuguese navigators
started to discover the new world in the XV
century, establishing several colonies in
America, Africa and Asia. That legacy is still
present, and Lagos is now more popular than
ever as a destination for visitors, particularly

Info
since the construction of the A22 motorway in
2009, connecting the city with Faro’s airport in
less than one hour.
Statistics
Lagos has an area of 212.99 km². The
population is more than 30,000, with a high
percentage [20-30%] of foreign residents.

As a result of the completion of the motorway
connection, the supply of new luxury hotels has
grown significantly, together with the number
of golf courses, restaurants and quality leisure
activities
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LAGOS - ESSENCE OF ALGARVE
Beaches
Lagos is known for having some of the most
beautiful beaches of the Algarve - seven with
“Blue Flag” recognition. They are natural
places unspoilt by over-development. One
of these beaches – “Ponta da Piedade” – has
been called “the most beautiful beach on
earth” by “The Huffington Post”. Another
spectacular beach is “Meia Praia”

Awards and distinctions
with 4Km of white sand and calm waters,
starting in Lagos and ending in the estuary of
“Ria de Alvor”. This last place is a protected
area, internationally recognised for its
ecological uniqueness. Our Golf & Beach Resort
runs alongside the end of “Meia Praia” and “Ria
de Alvor” and enjoys the magnificent views of
this area.

“TripAdvisor” Nº1 holiday destination
in the world (2012).
“Quality Coast Gold Award” for environmental
quality, cultural heritage and local identity.
Lagos Marina has been awarded the first “5 star
Marina” in the Iberian Peninsula.
One of the first Portuguese cities to join
the “Slow Movement”.
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04 | PALMARES

DREAM VIEWS
The natural shape of the land is that of an
amphitheatre, descending from 70m to
sea level, from which you enjoy 180-degree
panoramic views. These views take in the
estuary, the ocean and the bay of Lagos,
in front of which is set the magnificent golf
course designed by Robert Trent Jones II,
the renowned American golf architect.

The water and sky create stunning shades
of blue and green which change according
to the tides of the estuary. Boats, kitesurfers and an immense variety of birds
complement this celebration of nature.
Scenery is breath-taking and one of the
most beautiful locations in the Algarve.
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LIVE IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

NATURE ALIVE
The planning, construction and operating
principles of Palmares are in harmony with
the overriding principle of environmental
sustainability. Of the total 191 hectares (471
acres) that comprise Palmares Beach & Golf
Resort, the density of construction is no
more than 5.7 percent.

Likewise, the landscape architecture
guidelines are focused on preserving the
natural environment and safeguarding the
unique views.
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05 | PLOTS

LOCATION
“Alameda Palmares” and “Via Panorâmica”
are the prime locations where the first villas
on the resort are being built.

The plots benefit from multiple views in
different directions; eastwards to “Ria de
Alvor” and west to Lagos bay, and some are
golf frontline plots.
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SITE MAP

27 hole golf course
Clubhouse: plot 109
Existing boutique hotel: plot 115
Future 5* hotel: plot 116
Future leisure area: plot 120
Future maintenance: plot 114
Plots for villas: plots 1 to 103
Apartments: plots 104-108, 110-113,
118-119

PROPERTY FEATURES
Average plot size 3,430m2 (36.920ft2)

1, 2 or 3 floors plus basement

Detached villas

Design styles: [V3 (3-bed), V4 (4-bed)
and V5 (5-bed)]

Construction areas from 340m2 to 500m2
(3.660ft2 to 5.380ft2) - not including terraces,
balconies, garage or storage rooms

Large outdoor areas for garden
and pool
18

06 | SERVICES

PALMARES BEACH & GOLF RESORT
Palmares Beach & Golf Resort is a
development inspired by the philosophy
of good living, in a integrated resort of golf,
luxury tourism and residential properties
supported by 5-star hotel services in an
exclusive location.
Bordering the estuary of “Ria de Alvor”
and the end of “Meia Praia” beach, Palmares
Resort offers one of the last opportunities

in Portugal to build property at a resort within
walking distance to the beach.
ROBERT TRENT JONES Jr. at Palmares
Robert Trent Jones Junior is the son
of the legendary Trent Jones Senior, who
redesigned some of Augusta’s famous holes.
His impressive CV includes designing
over 270 golf courses on six continents,

including remodelling Celtic Manor for
the 2010 Ryder Cup. According to the Golf
Research Group: “Today the Robert Trent
Jones II name is the most powerful brand in
the business”.
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27 HOLES GOLF COURSE
7 TIMES BEST GOLF COURSE OF PORTUGAL

CALM LOUNGE & RESTAURANT

20 ROOM BOUTIQUE HOTEL

07 | RCR CONCEPT
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RCR | ARCHITECT OVERVIEW
Rafael Aranda, Carme Pigem and Ramon
Vilalta established their office called RCR
(for their three first names) in 1988 in Olot,
their hometown in the Catalonian region,
remaining closely connected to their roots.
RCR Arquitects were named as the 2017
winners of the Pritzker prize, the world’s most
prestigious architecture award. What sets
them apart is their approach that creates
buildings and places that are both local and
universal at the same time.

The process they have developed is a true
collaboration in which neither a part nor
whole of a project can be attributed to one
partner. All their works have a strong sense
of place and are powerfully connected to
the surrounding landscape. This connection
comes from understanding – history, the
natural topography, customs and cultures,
among other things – and observing and
experiencing light, shade, colours and the
seasons.

The siting of buildings, the choice of materials
and the geometries used are always intended to
highlight the natural conditions and pull them
into the building. By adding new elements only
where needed and in contrasting materials,
the architects demonstrate their love for both
tradition and innovation.
The team has tackled a wide range of project
types, from libraries, restaurants, schools,
sports facilities, to wineries, park designs and
residential projects, many of which are located
in their home region of Catalonia, but also
abroad.
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PROTECTING THE VIEWS
The land’s typography – the shape is that of a
large natural amphitheatre descending towards
the ocean - is the main element which creates the
spectacular views.

Total construction density is just 5.7%.
Neighbouring plots are positioned to protect ocean views.
Strict height limits on all plots: 81% of buildings have just
2 floors, while the remaining 19% have 3 floors.

The masterplan for the resort was made carefully,
taking into account the area’s natural beauty:

Strict construction parameters to protect the sea views.
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ARCHITECTURE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Palmares have developed a blue print where
clients can choose from different pre-agreed
architecture styles.
This means that the Resort coordinates the
architectural elements and ensures the right
balance between individualism and uniformity.

This approach helps to preserve and increase the
value of the resort.
Our architects have different ideas, but they all
share our vision for the resort. The teams involved
will develop your project reflecting your own
preferences, within the resort specifications.
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All of our residential developments reflect
our abiding commitment to excellence,
quality and creative designs.
Kronos homes is a residential developer
seeking to lead the Spanish market by
developing and promoting high quality
projects that will set new standards of
excellence in the residential market.

We focus our efforts on the development of
superior quality properties distinguished by
sophisticated and innovative design, flawless
floor plans and first class amenities.
Our mission is to deliver a sustainable product
that respects and protects our environment
while achieving the highest client satisfaction.

We aim to build the best developments on the
market by putting emphasis on innovation,
design and comfort.
All of our residential developments reflect our
abiding commitment to excellence, quality
and creative designs.
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08 | CONTACT
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CONTACT DETAILS
T. (+351) 282 790 500

E. RealEstate@PalmaresResort.com

M. (+351) 918 308 584

W. www.PalmaresResort.com

Campo de Golfe de Palmares, Odiáxere, 8600-250 Lagos, Portugal
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Lagos was TripAdvisor’s* Nº1 holiday destination in the world in 2012
*TripAdvisor® is the world’s largest travel site operating in more than 40 countries,
with more than 300 million monthly visitors.

PUREALGARVE

